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Salt Aesthetics Bar is proud to offer laser hair removal, unlike any other laser treatment available. With our patients’
needs in mind, we conducted extensive research which led us to the Motus AX, distributed by Cartessa Aesthetics and
manufactured by Europe’s top aesthetic laser manufacturer, DEKA.  Here are the important facts you need to know
about our new Motus AX laser:

● Faster Hair Removal
● Fewer Treatments compared to typical laser hair removal
● Treat Light & Dark Skin-types
● More Comfortable Treatments

As many recognize, laser hair removal is one of the most common cosmetic laser procedures. In general, devices for hair
removal beam highly concentrated light into hair follicles. Pigment in the follicles absorb the light which then destroys
the hair. The most efficacious laser for hair removal (particularly fine and light hair) has historically been the Alexandrite
laser. However, limitations when treating darker skin types kept it from being the universal choice for providers and
many patients have had to settle for less efficacious laser hair removal options. Until now, the Motus AX is the first,
high-speed Alexandrite laser that makes it possible for even darker skin types to benefit from the effectiveness of this
laser type. This breakthrough is possible because of Moveo technology — a handpiece that delivers fast, more efficient
energy to destroy the hair in a way that is painless and free from side-effects.

Frequently Asked Questions

Is a Motus AX treatment right for me?

One of the breakthrough benefits of the Motus AX is that it is safe and effective for light to dark skin types. Whether you
have fine, light hair or a darker skin tone, the Motus AX can be used to target and permanently remove unwanted hair.
The Motus AX may also be used with tanned skin however, it is always recommended that you talk with your physician
about your specific skin conditions before treatment. What makes Motus AX different from other lasers for hair removal?

What makes Motus AX different from other lasers for hair removal?

The three main differences between the Motus AX and other technologies for laser hair removal are:1) Total comfort 2)
Speed and effectiveness of the treatment and 3) Use across skin-types. The Motus AX eliminates the trade-offs that
come with other laser hair removal options. For instance, an Nd:YAG laser can be used across skin types but is less
effective. Other technologies are highly effective but treatments are difficult to tolerate.

Will my treatment hurt?

One of the major benefits of the Motus AX, is that the Moveo technology eliminates the discomfort of typical laser hair
removal. Most people only feel a warming sensation making the experience a highly comfortable one.

How long will my treatment take?

Treatment length will vary depending on the area being treated. The Motus AX is relatively fast and able to complete a
large area in under 5 minutes.



How many sessions will I need?

The number of sessions required to eliminate hair completely depends on the individual. A typical laser hair removal
regimen is 5-6 sessions spaced one month apart and then maintenance treatments as needed. Given the efficacy of the
Motus AX, you may need fewer sessions and could go longer before needing a touch-up treatment.

Images to utilize for B & As: you may also access additional images via your www.CartessaConnect.com account

Before After

Before After

http://www.cartessaconnect.com
https://www.cartessaaesthetics.com/motus-ax-before-after/2019/1/10/motus-ax-before-1
https://www.cartessaaesthetics.com/motus-ax-before-after/0xgzrqixh1znj02845ycsb4k3p0rag
https://www.cartessaaesthetics.com/motus-ax-before-after/v0fmszszvvq30qfhczhomhujonmwm4
https://www.cartessaaesthetics.com/motus-ax-before-after/40i60g8e0wyqv6ep43dwgnloymccsd


Device Images / logo / videos you may want to use.  Again, these (and others) can be found on
www.CartessaConnect.com

Innovative Moveo Technology

Sizzle Video:

https://www.dropbox.com/s/k58clafkpr2e16r/MotusAX_Sizzle%20HalfRes.mp4?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/k58clafkpr2e16r/MotusAX_Sizzle%20HalfRes.mp4?dl=0


In the News!

The Motus laser has also been discovered by popular publications such as Elle Magazine, Men’s Health and
Cosmopolitan Magazine!  (Here are some great documents you might consider using for an ‘In the Press’ section)

Men’s Health

https://www.cartessaconnect.com/account/dashboard/?mediaId=B79F3772-DABE-4FD1-93D030BE614ED36A

Cosmopolitan Magazine

https://www.cartessaconnect.com/account/dashboard/?mediaId=03EBD6EA-3053-4152-8074479E0E23C1CC

Elle Magazine

https://www.dropbox.com/s/52cabisim2j0u4x/Elle%20Magazine%20Motus_Linkedin.png?dl=0

https://www.cartessaconnect.com/account/dashboard/?mediaId=B79F3772-DABE-4FD1-93D030BE614ED36A
https://www.cartessaconnect.com/account/dashboard/?mediaId=03EBD6EA-3053-4152-8074479E0E23C1CC
https://www.dropbox.com/s/52cabisim2j0u4x/Elle%20Magazine%20Motus_Linkedin.png?dl=0

